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EXPERIENCE

Quintegro, Remote — Frontend developer
April 2023 - Present

Frontend developer, Next.js, Typescript, GROQ, Sanity

https://quintegro.com/

Engaged in developing and optimizing a Next.js/React website with a
Sanity.io CMS, I specialize in creating reusable components, bug fixing,
and code reviewing. Working closely with a cross-functional team, I
enhance website functionality and user experience, by integrating
localization features and leveraging Next.js APIs. Through continuous
collaboration, I contribute to adding new features and ensuring code
quality within a fast-paced, agile environment.

Ecoparsec, Remote — Development team lead
July 2022 - Present

Project lead, Docker, Next.js, Typescript, GraphQL, Strapi, Gatsby, Web
Design, Node.js, PWA

https://yrvn.am/

As a technical expert for a non-profit organization, I am responsible for
selecting and setting up the backend technology (strapi, directus), as well
as configuring Nginx and Docker. My primary focus, however, is on
frontend development (Next.js, GraphQL) and web design (we don't have
nor designer nor design).

Achievements:

Create web app on Next.js from scratch with map with recycling points on
Armenia, eco wiki. Setup CI/CD, setup backend. Implemented map on the
Department of Yerevan's "Greening and Environmental Protection"
website.

WayRay, Moscow / Remote — Frontend team lead
April 2021 - April 2023

Docker, Next.js, Typescript, GraphQL, Strapi, Gatsby, Web Design

https://wayray.com

Lead outsource team, create internal projects (CMS for employees, service

SKILLS

 React, Next.js, Gatsby,
Typescript, Redux, Redux
actions, GraphQL, web
design, GIT, Docker, Linux,
styled components,
html5/css3, ES6, leaflet,
Figma, SVG, PWA, Strapi,
Directus, Peerjs, Sagas,
WebSocket, WebRTC

ACTIVE PUBLIC PROJECTS

yrvn.am
Ecoparsec NGO, web app with
ecological map and wiki
I work here now

decloud.cc
“Scan and share” between
devices, web app (PWA)
My pet project

LANGUAGES

Russian - Native

English - Upper intermediate
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for o�ce security), refactor projects. Setup CRM (strapi) for the website

Achievements:

Completely rewrote the website, optimize animations, CEO, optimize
videos (automatically while build) and images, move all content to CRM
(strapi), created some projects

Freelance, Remote — Frontend developer
August 2020 - February 2021

React, Gatsby, typescript, styled components, Node.js

Create web design (via Figma) and complete website on Gatsby (React,
typescript, GraphQL) and strapi. Minimal DevOps experience (nginx,
webhooks, VMWare setup). Optimize metadata (SEO metadata etc.),
images and videos.

Xometry Europe (Shift GmbH until May 2020), Remote —
Frontend developer
October 2019 - July 2020

React, Redux, Typescript, styled components, WordPress

Managed several frontend projects - CRM, Partners Area and Customers
panel.

Achievements:

Refactor old projects, optimize architecture, move projects to typescript.
Creating new features, redesign old ones. Create UI library

Optimax Investments Ltd., Tolyatti — Frontend developer
July 2018 - July 2019

React, Redux, Flow, Jest, Sagas

Create new features, Performance optimization, Bug fixing, Code review.

I've gained a lot of teamwork experience here with great developers and
management by SCRUM and pure AGILE.

Achievements:

Optimized website loading speed by decrease amount of requests to
backend

Remote work, Remote — Frontend developer
October 2015 - June 2018

Vue/Vuex, WebRTC, WebSocket, Nuxtjs, Angular 1.4

- Create CRM systems, websites

- Implement new features

- Code support, refactoring



Zolotoykod, Samara — Web designer, developer
August 2014 - October 2015

PHP, html/css, Bitrix, JS, Web design, Photographer, Web designer

Team lead of web development department. Accompanied negotiations
with customers. Created new sites on Bitrix. Print design.


